"It's my personal honor to introduce this tall fescue — one of the finest on the market today."

Jon Loft,
Chairman of Lofts Seed Inc.

More and more turf professionals are turning to fescues. To meet the demand, Lofts introduces an exceptional variety. Tribute, named in honor of the late Peter S. Loft, is a product of the same breeding program that produced Rebel II. And it shares many of the outstanding qualities that are making Rebel II so successful:

- Attractive dark green color
- Fine-leaved, dense growth
- Minimal thatch buildup
- Improved drought and heat tolerance
- Resists Fusarium Blight Syndrome
- Well-adapted for shade use
- Withstands foot traffic better than Kentucky bluegrass

Try Tribute — the exceptional new tall fescue from Lofts.